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PREFACE

This manual provides the principal doctrine for topographic operations in support of military
operations. It describes the functions of topographic operations as they relate to extended
operations in terms of depth, time, synchronization, and unity of effort. It is designed to be
used by Army unit commanders and staffs, primarily at corps and division levels.

Topographic operations consist of an interrelated flow of information and products through
the various Department of Defense (DOD) agencies. The Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) is
the primary agency involved. Through agency intelligence and other engineer channels this
flow of information is passed onto the tactical units. These operations provide the commander
with an effective means to evaluate the battlefield in terms of mobility, countermobility, and
survivability;  gain knowledge of the battlefield; visualize the terrain; and apply all available
topographic information on each unit’s areas of operations and interest.

The proponent for this publication is the United States Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC). Submit changes and comments for improving the publication on
Department of the Army (DA) Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank
Forms). Arrange comments in sequence by manuscript page, indicating exactly how a portion
should be reworded with a brief reason for the change. Send comments to Commandant,
United States (US) Army Engineer School, ATTN: ATSE-TDM-P, Fort Leonard Wood, MO
65473-6650.

Unless otherwise stated, masculine nouns and pronouns do not refer exclusively to men.
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Chapter 2

TOPOGRAPHIC ENGINEER OPERATIONS

EMPLOYMENT OF UNITS

Army topographic engineer battalions pro-
vide tailored topographic products and serv-
ices in support of planning and operations.
Army topographic engineer battalions also
have the responsibility to provide joint serv-
ice support if tasked by the unified or speci-
f ied command within whose area they
operate.

Topographic Units Within a Theater of
Operations

These are components of the theater engi-
neer topographic battalion. The theater
topographic engineer battalion is responsi-
ble for topographic planning and control of
all topographic assets in support of the op-
eration. Detachments and companies from
this battalion are located at EAC, corps, and
division levels. They provide rapid-re-
sponse, nonstandard, and special-purpose
topographic products to aid the tactical com-
mander. The theater EAC topographic com-
pany will assume the corps topographic
mission during the deployment of the corps
topographic assets and vice versa. Manage-
ment and validation of topographic data
bases is the responsibility of all topographic
units.

The primary focus of topographic support
is to the tactical commander. Priority is
placed on providing the forward-deployed
tactical units with timely, accurate, and tai-
lored support.
cannot be met

Support requirements that
by forward-deployed units

because of priority workload or project com-
plexity are done by the topographic unit at
the next higher level of command.

Tactically deployed topographic units
should use freed facilities such as ware-
houses, hangars, and barns for concealment
whenever possible. Deployment considera-
tions include—

• Air superiority.

Ž Enemy nuclear, biological, and chemical
(NBC) capabilities.

• Rear-area operations.

Selected facilities should
protection from the effects

provide the best
of enemy air su-

periority and NBC, yet support the utilities
requirements of topographic units. Dispers-
ing the unit in wooded areas under camou-
flage nets degrades the unit’s efforts to
provide rapid, efficient support. Dispersion
adversely affects production efficiency and
creates a large electronic signal. Equipment
configuration is constrained when power re-
quirements are supplied by generators. The
use of fixed facilities greatly reduces the bat-
tlefield signature and enhances survivabil-
ity of scarce topographic resources.

The visual and electronic signatures of the
topographic engineer unit must be consid-
ered when siting engineers near maneuver
command headquarters. To lessen the effect
of their signature, topographic commanders
and staff personnel at theater, corps, and
division levels should recommend appropri-
ate employment locations of topographic
units. Figure 1-2, page 1-12, depicts a typical
employment concept for topographic units in
a theater of operations.
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Topographic Units Outside the Theater of
Operations

These also have an important role. As they
are not deployed, they have minimal force
protection and sustainment requirements,
As a result they can employ soldiers to maxi-
mize topographic production. While topo-
graphic units outside the theater cannot
rapidly respond to immediate requirements,
they may be employed in a supporting role to
produce additional terrain analysis data
base materials, which can be shipped to the
theater. Electronic transmission of data
should be used to the greatest extent possi-
ble.

COMMAND AND SUPPORT
RELATIONSHIPS

General Relationships

Two kinds of relationships control topo-
graphic engineer units. They are—

• Command relationships.

• Support relationships.

All units within a theater of operations are
assigned to the theater topographic battal-
ion. This battalion provides topographic
supply and maintenance of topographic
equipment to all units within the theater.
Usually a company from the battalion is
placed in direct support of each of the sup-
ported corps. Terrain analysis detachments
from the theater topographic battalion are
placed in direct support or attached to each
division in the corps. Topographic command-
ers, battalion S2 and S3, terrain analysts,
and cartographers in the topographic com-
pany all require access to all-source intelli-
gence information that is vital to the
production of image maps and terrain data
bases.

EAC

The ATTE element is assigned to the thea-
ter topographic battalion and is located with

the theater army component command. The
ATTE element is attached to the G3 and G2
in the event of deployment. It provides—

• Planning for MC&G support.

• Coordination of topographic support to
the theater.

The ATTE is the topographic officer at
Army component command staff. He pro-
vides advice to the theater army commander
and staff for the theater topographic battal-
ion commander on topographic matters (see
Figure 1-2, page 1-12). He is responsible for
determining support requirements for the
theater. The element coordinates with
higher-level joint headquarters, the DMA,
and host or allied nations for acquisition of
products, source materials, and data bases.

The topographic battalion at EAC ensures
the full spectrum of functional support to all
theater assets. This includes—

•

Ž

•

Ž

•

•

•

Terrain analysis.

Precise positioning (geodetic) surveys.

Production of MC&G products.

Data-base management—both hard
copy and digital.

Special product storage and distribu-
tion.

Supply of topographic material.

Intermediate maintenance support of
topographic equipment.

Terrain assets of the theater topographic
support company will support the special
operations forces.

Corps

A topographic company from the battalion
at EAC is placed in direct support of each of
the supported corps. Capabilities of this
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company include the full spectrum of topo-
graphic support as in the battalion, with
personnel and equipment to provide prod-
ucts for corps area of operations.

Depending on the distance from the battal-
ion and the tactical situation, the topo-
graphic company may be attached to the
corps for administration and nontopographic
logistics support. The topographic battalion
at EAC provides topographic supply and in-
termediate maintenance for topographic
equipment.

A terrain analysis element of the company
is placed in direct support of the corps G3/G2
and another terrain element remains in gen-
eral support of other customers, such as the
G4, engineer, and signal. They furnish
rapid-response and special-purpose topo-
graphic support to the corps staff for opera-
tions planning and IPB. The production
assets remain available to all in a central
location. The surveyors are normally oper-
ating throughout the corps area extending
geodetic control.

Other elements of the company may be
task-organized and placed in support of a
supported division or task force for a limited
time for a particular tactical operation. Re-
quirements that cannot be met by the com-
pany because of  priority workload or
complexity are passed to the topographic
battalion for completion.

The corps topographic engineer company is
centrally located in the corps rear area. Se-
lected personnel from this company provide
forward support at the corps G3/G2. Terrain
analysts working in the G3/G2 require rou-
tine access to all-source intelligence when
preparing and updating products. Person-
nel require a top secret (TS) clearance and
special background investigation (SBI).

Division

Division terrain teams should be in direct
support or attached to their respective divi-
sions. Tasking authority should normally be
with the G2, with the advice and assistance
of the Division Engineer.

Priority is placed on providing terrain
analysis support to the division staff for op-
erations planning and IPB. The terrain de-
tachment at the division is collocated with
the G3/G2 planning and operations staff.
They have immediate access to all-source
intelligence information that is vital when
preparing updated products. Personnel re-
quire a TS/SBI clearance.

The terrain analysis detachment is typi-
cally attached to the division for administra-
tion and nontopographic logistics support.
Topographic supply and intermediate main-
tenance of topographic equipment are pro-
vided by the topographic battalion at EAC
through the company at corps level.

Other elements of the topographic com-
pany at corps level may be task-organized
and placed in direct support of the division
for a limited time. They provide expanded
capabilities to support tactical operations as
needed.

Operations

Preparation for combat begins in peace-
time. To ensure success in combat, peace-
time military unit operations and training
have always stressed developing and main-
taining a high state of readiness. The major
purpose of topographic operations in peace-
time is to prepare the tactical commander to
execute wartime missions.

Topographic operations during peacetime
are of utmost importance because of the
need to gain knowledge about potential
battlefield terrain. Wartime topographic
operat ions a r e  a d d r e s s e d  i n  C O N -
PLANs/OPLANs/OPORDs. Joint opera-
t i o n s  p l a n s  h a v e  a  s e p a r a t e  M C & G
operations annex—Annex M (see Appendix).
With contingency operations more likely in
the future, rapid production of image-based
products, terrain data bases, and tailored
topographic products becomes more critical.
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Terrain analysis is the key to obtaining
information about potential battlefields in
any part of the world. The information col-
lected and stored in data bases is used to
prepare special-purpose topographic prod-
ucts and decision aids for the commander to
visualize and understand the battlefield ter-
rain. These activities assist both military
planning and tactical operations.

An important facet of operations carried
out by topographic engineer units is produc-
tion and reproduction of topographic prod-
ucts (hard-copy and digital). Data bases,
imagery, and other information sources are
used to make topographic products such as
those listed in Table 1-1, page 1-3.

Support efforts play a direct role in military
operations. For instance, the following topo-
graphic information must be known during
prebattle activities:

•

Ž

•

•

Ž

Ž

Mobility corridors.

Obstacles (natural and man-made).

Landing zones.

Key terrain features.

Gap crossings.

Lines of communication.

During battle, support shifts to providing
tactical commanders with updated products
to support the tactical operation. During
postbattle, the emphasis switches to—

Ž

Ž

•

•

Updating terrain data bases.

Preparing for the next battle.

Supporting postwar cleanup.

Humanitarian and civic actions.

Maintaining enough stock of technical sup-
plies to produce special topographic products
in the field is a vital topographic engineer
support function. This function is explained
later in this chapter.

PREPARATION FOR TOPOGRAPHIC
OPERATION

Data Bases

In Army topography, databases are assem-
bled to form the basic reference material
needed to produce special topographic prod-
ucts. Responsibility for assembly of these
functional data bases lies with the topo-
graphic unit commander, other army agen-
cies, and the DMA. Information in each
topographic functional area data base may
be combined or exchanged with the others.
Data bases can be digital, image-based, or
hard-copy information from a variety of
sources.

Geodetic Positional Data Bases. This
consists of a listing of geodetic control points
set up within a given geographic area and
keyed to standard topographic maps (trig
list). In addition, the PPDB and digital point
positioning data base (DPPDB) produced by
the DMA is included in the survey data base.

The Survey Information Center. This
center does the following:

Ž Receives data and information from sur-
veyors.

• Reproduces and disseminates position-
ing information.

• Provides technical interpretation of sur-
vey data to users.

The topographic engineer unit commander
must consider all aspects of required survey
data and acquire the data necessary to sat-
isfy operational requirements. Data ac-
quired may be used to satisfy eventual
combat needs such as siting—

•

Ž

•

•

Air defense systems.

Field artillery weapons.

Communication systems.

Aviation inertial navigation positions.
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Terrain Analysis Data Base. Terrain
analysis teams acquire as much terrain data
as possible for their respective areas of inter-
est. The DMA is responsible for producing
the planning terrain analysis data base
(PTADB) at a scale of 1:250,000, and the
tactical terrain analysis data base (TTADB)
at 1:50,000 scale. Terrain teams use the data
bases to support the maneuver commander’s
needs. The DMA produces standard DTED
and ITD used by terrain teams. In any area
of the world where coverage is not available
and the commander’s OPLAN considers the
area(s) operationally significant, the terrain
analysis team must prepare these digital
and hard-copy data bases. Much of the
peacetime operations is dedicated to this ef-
fort.

The terrain analysis data base also con-
tains information from any source deemed
appropriate by the terrain analysis supervi-
sor at EAC, corps, or division levels. The
DMA and the Army TAC of the Topographic
Engineering Center provide information ap-
propriate for this data base. Both produce
transparent terrain-factor overlays for many
areas throughout the world at map scales of
1:50,000 and 1:250,000. For each map sheet,

Ž

•

the

Ž

Ž

•

•

•

•

Ž

Ž

overlays depict—

Vegetation.

Surface configuration (slope).

Surface materials (soils).

Transportation.

Obstacles.

Surface drainage.

Bridge information tables.

Water resources (1:250,000 scale for se-
lected arid regions only).

Standard digital data includes-

Ž DTED Level I - Contour information is
equivalent to 1:250,000 scale mapping.
It is the basic data base for portraying
landforms, slope, line of sight, and ele-
vation in digital format.

DTED Level II - Contour information
that approximates a 1:50,000 scale map.

ITD - These are six factor overlays at a
scale of 1:50,000 that is the digital
equivalent of TTADB, or at a scale of
1:250,000 that is the digital equivalent
of a PTADB. This is designed to provide
digital terrain-analysis data for systems
being fielded before the production of
standard tactical terrain data (TTD).
The Digital Topographic-Support Sys-
tem (DTSS) uses this information to per-
form automated analysis for-

—Terrain visualization.

—Route or site selection.

—Mobility or countermobility planning.

—Intervisibility.

—Cover and concealment.

—Communication planning.

—Landing and drop zones.

—Navigation.

—Fire-support planning and execution.

Each unified and specified command and
select federal agencies identify to the DMA
(through command channels) those areas of
the world that need standard terrain factor
overlays and digital data. After the DMA
produces these terrain analysis overlays,
they are provided by automatic distribution
to Army topographic units and included in
their terrain-analysis data base.

Besides supporting the standard DMA pro-
gram, the TAC produces various other types
of standard and nonstandard, worldwide ter-
rain products for many different users. Re-
gional area studies and operational guides
for desert, arctic, and tropical areas are ex-
amples.

Various agencies produce geographic stud-
ies and analyses. The Defense Intelligence
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Agency (DIA), the US Geological Survey
(USGS), allied nations, and commercial
agencies maintain their own type of terrain
data bases.  Imagery from digital and analog
sources is included in the terrain analysis
data base.   Sometimes imagery is more com-
plete or more current than map overlays and
can be used to augment or update overlay
information. Imagery is available through
Army intelligence, TEC, and the DMA chan-
nels. Additional information may be ob-
tained through the intelligence-collection
process from the tactical units. Other units
involved in providing this information are
from the following elements:

Ž Reconnaissance units.

• Engineers.

Ž  Combat and combat service support ele-
ments.

Topographic units must be prepared to rap-
idly create data bases to support contingency
operations. By their nature, contingencies
cannot be accurately forecast and standard
data bases from DMA and other sources may
not be available. The primary responsibility
for collecting and processing data base ma-
terials in a contingency is with the topo-
graphic company and battalion.

Topographic units can prepare for likely
contingencies by acquiring imagery of poten-
tial contingency areas in advance. MSI
should be requested through command chan-
nels. Close coordination with intelligence
staffs is required to assure access to national
imagery and other intelligence data early in
a crisis. Topographic units must routinely
practice the production of image-based prod-
ucts and hasty terrain analysis from imagery
and other nonstandard data sources so prod-
ucts can be provided to early deploying con-
tingency units.

The TEC and the Intelligence and Threat
Analysis Center (ITAC) have capabilities
to quickly produce topographic data and

terrain intelligence data during national
emergencies. This data may be in hard-copy
or digital form. Topographic battalions
should maintain liaison with TEC and ITAC
to ensure access to any production capabili-
ties available.

As a contingency operation continues, topo-
graphic units will continue to produce prod-
ucts and continue to build, expand, and
densify the data base. Topographic unit
commanders must aggressively manage this
dynamic, growing data base to ensure all
potential data is incorporated; data is
checked for validity before incorporation into
the data base; old, inaccurate data is re-
moved when superseded; copies of the cur-
rent data base are pushed to subordinate
topographic support units; and collection of
critical terrain information is tasked to ap-
propriate units.

Production. Topographic production in-
cludes graphic portrayal of information (usu-
ally in cartographic and photographic
format) and reproduction of these graphics.

The cartographic and reproduction data
base used by topographic engineer units in-
cludes at least a single copy of every avail-
able 1:250,000 and 1:50,000 scale military
map or local national map in each unit’s area
of interest. A map may be used to produce a
negative and a positive film copy. This copy
is placed in the cartographic or reproduction
data base. The copy is used to produce a
black-and-white (monochrome) reproduc-
tion of the standard, four-color topographic
map. This monochrome reproduction base
can be used as the background for—

Ž Operations or situation map overprints.

• Terrain analysis map overprints.

Ž Crash grids.

• Other kind of map overlays or over-
prints.

• Route reconnaissance overprints.
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The cartographic and reproduction data
base may also include separate color flats
used by the DMA to make a standard, mul-
ticolor topographic map. These flats, or re-
producibles, represent separately each color
found on the map. They can be used when a
multicolor map base is required for updated
or operational overprints. By using the color
flats and updated graphics to print both the
map base and the overlay or other informa-
tion in the same press, the overprinting prob-
lems with using DMA printed products are
eliminated.

Analysis of the Area of Operations

Analysis of the characteristics of the area
of operations and an estimate of its effect on
friendly and enemy capabilities occurs dur-
ing the planning sequence as well as during
the conduct of operations. It is generally
presented as a document with accompanying
graphics.

Mission Analysis

Topographic, particularly terrain analysis,
support provides friendly staff elements with
essential information used in the mission
area analysis and course of action develop-
ment as well as in the preparation of many
of the annexes developed for an operations
order (see FM 101-5). This support inte-
grates the same aspects and graphics de-
scribed below for the IPB (threat) analysis as
they apply to friendly operations and equip-
ment.

IPB. The IPB is a systematic and continu-
ous approach to analyzing the enemy,
weather, and terrain in a specific geographic
area. Much IPB activity takes place before
the battle, allowing commanders to make
advance decisions that affect possible CON-
PLANs/OPLANs/OPORDs development.
This approach integrates the following.

• Enemy doctrine.

• Weather and environmental effects.

• Terrain.

Ž Enemy capabilities and vulnerabilities.

Ž Courses of action.

NOTE: See FM 34-130.

Graphics are basic to IPB analysis. Staff
members involved in the IPB process use—

Ž

•

•

•

•

Annotated military maps.

Multiple overlays.

Annotated image maps with over-
printed grids.

Map substitutes.

Textual studies.

Graphics are often digitally created and
stored so current information can be inte-
grated quickly. These graphics are the basis
for many aspects of intelligence and opera-
tions planning. They serve, too, as an exten-
sion to the analysis of the area of operations
and the intelligence estimate.

Ideally trained and equipped to aid in this
process, topographic units are vital to the
success of IPB. Engineer terrain analysts
analyze the battlefield terrain and the ef-
fects of weather and environment on it. They
predict the impact of terrain on military op-
erations. Intelligence order-of-battle ana-
lysts correlate aspects of terrain with enemy
combat system capabilities. Both types of
analysts combine their talents to analyze the
military aspects of terrain (OCOKA). To-
gether they provide the tactical commander
with more valuable information than either
could provide separately.

Factors Affecting Operations

Topographic engineer operations, like all
military operations, are affected by the fac-
t o r s  o f  M E T T - T .  D i f f e r e n t  t y p e s  o f
mi l i tary  operat ions  a f fec t  the  type ,
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frequency, and amount of topographic sup-
port required. Examples of different opera-
tions include—

•

•

•

•

•

Offense.

Defense.

Rear-area combat.

Military operations on urbanized ter-
rain (MOUT).

Special operations.

Communication networks and unique tech-
nical supplies essential for topographic sup-
port affect the degree to which and the
efficiency with which this support can be
provided.

Topographic engineers have little organic
protection from attack and require outside
assistance to maintain security. As a result,
these units must carefully select battlefield
locations that offer maximum unit surviv-
ability.

The ever-changing battle space of military
operations may be a factor affecting the
availability of topographic support. For-
ward-based combat units can be positioned
several hundred kilometers away from rear-
based support activities. Thus, it is impor-
tant that these forward units have adequate
topographic engineer support readily avail-
able to reduce their reliance on rear-based
support.

SUPPORT  TO MILITARY OPERATIONS

The topographic engineers provide support
to all types of military operations. The topo-
graphic engineers perform the majority of
their warfighter support in the predeploy-
ment and decisive operations phases of force
projection. Topographic support is also pro-
vided in nation assistance and disaster and
humanitarian relief missions.

Force Projection

Predeployment Activities. The majority of
the topographic work effort occurs during the
predeployment activities. During this phase,
a threat to our national interest is recog-
nized, its nature determined, and a series of
options developed to resolve the threat. The
primary mission of topographic engineers is
to gain maximum knowledge of the potential
area of operation and impart that knowledge
in a quick, simple, useful format to com-
manders and their staffs. Topographic engi-
neer functions are organized, support
operations are initiated, terrain and survey
data is collected, and initial products are
produced and distributed before deployment
of forces. Topographic assets are task-or-
ganized and tailored to the mission. This
stage of military operations requires the
largest amount of topographic preparation.
C o m m a n d e r s u s e c u r r e n t CON-
PLANs/OPLANs/OPORDs to anticipate and
identify, through command channels, their
topographic support requirements.

The DMA compiles, produces, stores, and
supplies—

• Bulk standard maps, charts, and re-
lated products.

• Standard terrain analysis data bases
(both digital and analog).

• Digital topographic data.

Using all-source intelligence and the DMA
products, topographic units develop func-
tional data bases for specific geographic re-
gions. Contingency operations may occur on
short notice in an area where few standard
DMA products or data bases exist Topo-
graphic units must be prepared to quickly
access all-source intelligence and other
sources to quickly build a data base. This
can be used to produce hasty products to
support planning and execution of the con-
tingency missions.
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The data bases provide the basic reference
for the production of special-purpose topo-
graphic products to support the planning
requirements of the tactical commanders.
Collection and maintenance of the topo-
graphic data base is a primary function of the
topographic unit.

DMA produces, maintains, and stores the
bulk of standard MC&G products required
during the first 60 days of combat. The prod-
ucts are stored in map depots throughout the
world. The DMA continues to provide the
bulk of  standard topographic products
needed for the decisive operation. Topo-
graphic units supplement and enhance the
DMAs efforts by providing quick, combat-
oriented topographic information products
to Army commanders and staffs at theater,
corps, and division levels.

Information is provided orally, by quickly
prepared image-based products, quick-re-
sponse graphics, or by video display termi-
nal.

The first level of topographic support will
likely be collected from fixed (such as DMA,
DIA, and TEC) CONUS and forward-de-
ployed organizations, Imagery will be ob-
tained with remote sensors. In some cases,
the information may reflect data gathered
during previous exercises, deployments, or
nation assistance efforts. National systems
need to be accessed to provide unique data to
topographers. Data sources and products
include, but are not limited to, multispectral
imagery and image maps, local maps, clima-
tology, geography, demographics, and digital
data. Other sources of data include DMA-
produced standard digital data, DTED,
DFAD, ARC digitized raster graphics
(ADRG), ITD, TTD, station descriptions, and
trig lists.

Deployment and Entry. Deployment and
entry of topographic engineer forces (terrain
teams and surveyors) may be early. Early
collection of local data is of primary interest.

Terrain teams will continue the collection of
data to enhance analog and digital data
bases. All available information from allied
and local sources will be incorporated. Data
may include maps, country studies, lines of
communication (LOC), water resources, hy-
drologic information, books, pamphlets, re-
producible material, and imagery. Limited
reconnaissance may be required to validate
the terrain information. Surveyors will es-
tablish geodetic control in the theater as soon
as possible to support artillery, aviation, in-
telligence, and signal operations. They must
be able to convert local datums to the DMA
standard datum for use in our weapon sys-
tems.

Topographic support should be well estab-
lished in the area by this phase. Rapid col-
lection and production of  topographic
products is used to support the continuing
IPB process and operational planning in a
timely manner. Rapid response is para-
mount. Geodetic control is extended
throughout the region.

Data collection and data base management
continues upon the entry phase. As the op-
eration matures, data base maintenance and
topographic support will peak. Topographic
units will update digital data and provide
map backgrounds and tactical decision aid
(TDA) support for the Army command and
control system (ACCS) suite of systems as
well as a multitude of other automated sys-
tems. In this situation, it is the Army topo-
g r a p h i c  e n g i n e e r ’ s  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  t o
supplement DMA’s standard support to
these systems. information may include—

• Analysis through deep-battle target in-
terdiction.

Ž Information on mobility and countermo-
bility.

• War damage.

Ž Weather analysis impact.

Information is provided orally, by quickly
prepared image-based products, or by quick-
response graphics.
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When resupply is interrupted or products
no longer portray up-to-date conditions,
topographic units also provide expedient
substitutes. These products are prepared in
limited quantities to meet critical needs.
Topographic units are responsible for updat-
ing data bases with current information as it
becomes available. Changes to these data
bases are managed intently and redistrib-
uted as required by designated topographic
units. Verification of these for incorporation
into master data sets will be accomplished as
soon as possible and normally requires the
assistance of DMA.

Topographic survey units provide quick
and accurate positional information needed
by command, maneuver, weapon, and sup-
port systems. This is done through the es-
tablishment of a survey information center
located within the topographic battalion or
company.

Decisive Operations. The focus in this
phase is the culmination of all previously
collected topographic information with tacti-
cal and operational planning. The tactical
commander is provided with expedient, tai-
lored and updated topographic products to
assist in planning and control of the battle
space. Fast responses, especially at the
corps and division level, allow the com-
mander to—

Ž

Ž

Visualize the terrain.

Make rapid decisions.

Anticipate the impact•
weather on the current and future op-
erations.

of terrain and

The IPB process plays a primary role m
prebattle support. Engineer, weather, and
intelligence personnel work together. It is
important that the topographic engineer
company at corps maintain direct contact
with the corps all-source analysis section
and SWO. This contact ensures that intelli-
gence materials required by terrain analysts
are available, such as—

Ž Imagery.

Ž Enemy obstacle information.

Ž Target locations.

• Enemy order of battle.

Ž Enemy equipment characteristics.

• Weather data.

Conventional and digitally produced mate-
rial are important during this stage of opera-
tion. These products must be readily
available before combat. Prior to combat
actions in the decisive operations phase, tac-
tical commanders and topographic engineers
must jointly establish priorities for products
and coordinate their production. Common
terrain products are to be “pushed” to the
customers by the topographic units. This en-
sures that commanders are provided with
accurate and timely support.

The IPB process is continuous. Maneuver
commanders will require mobility informa-
tion in order to move their units on the bat-
tlefield. The data bases used, which include
the latest information of the operational
area, are supplemented by the topographic
engineers. Quality assurance by the terrain
analyst ensures that all maneuver elements
are provided defined avenues of approach
and that trafficability information is correct,
ensuring synchronization of the force.

Maneuver forces are not the only elements
that require topographic support. Combat
service needs terrain information for convoy
routing, cover and concealment, and storage
sites.

Topographic engineers use real-time intel-
ligence to produce tactical decision aids iden-
tifying changes on the battlefield in time to
influence the battle. As the battlefield
changes, topographic units must be able to
respond quickly to new requests for informa-
tion. Due to the dispersed nature of the
force, critical topographic data must be de-
livered electronically across the battlefield.

Restoration and Redeployment. Combat
capabilities lost during the decisive stage
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must be regenerated. Restoration of the
force ranges from sustainment (rearm, re-
pair, recover, or replace) through reorganiza-
tion and regeneration to redeployment.

Topographic engineers provide a variety of
products to the force during restoration. Up-
dating the topographic data bases is their
most important task. This prepares the re-
constituted force for the next operation.

In addition to providing support to the re-
generating forces, topographic engineers
must also be able to react to the reconstitu-
tion process. Sufficient special materials
must be on hand to replenish exhausted
stocks. Equipment must be repaired or re-
placed as necessary. The topographic sup-
port teams must remain flexible and be able
to respond to mission or task organization
changes.

The events of a military operation are cy-
clical. The majority of the reconstituted
topographic support forces will be task or-
ganized to provide support for the next op-
eration.

Nation Assistance. Topographic opera-
tions assist in documenting changes to the
areas or provide initial information. Long-
term programs can generate skills and jobs.
Nation assistance can occur in areas where
few standard products are available. Exten-
sive topographic effort may be required to
prepare topographic data bases which will be
used to produce products in support of the
forces providing nation assistance. Nation
assistance missions offer opportunities to
build and manage a dynamic and growing
data base.

Humanitarian and Disaster Relief. Op-
erations of this nature are likely to occur in
areas where standard product coverage is
not available. Topographic units must ag-
gressively coordinate with the military head-
quarters providing support and local, city,
state, and national civil authorities to gain
access to available data. This ensures the

widest possible dissemination of any prod-
ucts produced by Army topographic engineer
units. Topographic products should be
pushed to military forces and other relief
agencies until they have an opportunity to
state their specific requirements.

During contingency operations, peacetime
engagement, disaster relief, or nation assis-
tance, topographic support must be task or-
ganized to provide the required support.
Allocation of topographic engineer units
must be made based on an estimate of the
magnitude of the topographic mission.
estimate must consider—

•

•

The size of the operations area.

The availability of the standard
graphic products and data bases.

The time available.

The

topo-

•

Ž The level of backup support available
from DMA, TEC and ITAC.

The size of the unit supported.Ž

An entire company or battalion may be
required to provide rapid response to forces
conducting a short-notice contingency in an
area that is not well mapped. Early in the
deployment it may be best for major ele-
ments of the supporting topographic com-
pany or battalion to remain at the home
station, where they are assured access to
source materials and no loss of productivity
due to preparation for movement. Products
can be produced, printed, and shipped for-
ward until it is appropriate to deploy the
topographic engineer assets.

Communications

Topographic engineer units have limited
radio and wire capabilities. In order to carry
out effective missions they rely upon commu-
nication networks of supported units. The
unit commander must establish communica-
tions to lower headquarters and to supported
units. This, along with internal communica-
tions, will effectively use all the unit’s avail-
able communication assets. Topographic
units will usually require additional support
from supported units.
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Technical Supplies

Topographic engineer units require large
quantities of low-density supply items, such
as—

•

•

•

Map paper.

Printing inks.

Drafting supplies.

Map-size photographic film.

Lithographic printing plates.

Chemicals for photographic developing

•

Ž

•

and printing.

In some topographic functional areas, it is
impossible to provide support without these
supplies. Because topographic technical
supplies are low-density, the unit com-
mander must start proper and adequate lo-
gistic coordination in order to get supplies
from the unit providing support. This is es-
pecially important during peacetime.

Contingency stocks of wartime supplies,
such as map paper, must be planned for by
topographic and logistical commanders. For
the contingency stocks to remain usable, per-
ishable materials (shelf-life items) must be
rotated.

Because topographic engineer units at
corps level and below are not collocated with
their battalions, getting supplies can become
an administrative and logistical problem.
The higher unit headquarters must attempt
to help lower headquarters in dealing with

problems associated with providing topo-
graphic technical supplies.

Technical Maintenance

Properly scheduled and performed mainte-
nance is the cornerstone to success in com-
bat. Fai lure  to  execute  a  success fu l
maintenance program for the topographic
equipment can lead to failure to meet mis-
sion requirements. The low-density topo-
graphic technical equipment usually cannot
be readily repaired. Commanders must en-
sure that the unit has properly trained main-
tenance technicians and uses them in the
most effective manner possible. The Defense
Mapping School offers courses for additional
skills in reproduction equipment repair and
survey instrument repair. These courses
provide units with capable repair techni-
cians for the topographic equipment. Com-
manders must ensure that the repair
technicians are used to the fullest extent.
Additional duties and details assigned to
these individuals may adversely effect the
unit’s topographic equipment maintenance
program. Commanders are responsible to
ensure that the nonmission capable (NMC)
topographic equipment is properly docu-
mented and reported. A tendency to over-
l o o k  a  n o n r e p o r t a b l e  p i e c e  o f  N M C
topographic equipment may lead to the in-
ability to accomplish a mission. Proper docu-
mentation and historical files on topographic
equipment assist in obtaining equipment up-
grades and or new items.
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APPENDIX

TOPOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS ANNEX TO
CONPLANs/OPLANs/OPORDs

All corps-level and higher commands pre-
pare a topographic annex to all  CON-
PLANs/OPLANs/OPORDs.  This  annex
provides the direction needed by subordinate
elements of the command to obtain support
from topographic units and guidance for the
employment of those units. At division-level
and below, this information may be in an
appendix to the engineer annex or in accord-
ance with local SOPs. The format for the
topographic annex is shown on Appendix-3.
This format is the same as that used by the
unified and specified (U&S) commands,
which is Annex M (MC&G) of the Joint Serv-
ices Operations Plans (JSOPs). Note that all
the references in this appendix refer to a
general OPORD. Proper preparation of the
annex demands detailed identification and
definition of all requirements for topo-
graphic products and services, whether pro-
vided by the DMA or field units. The
preparation of the topographic annex is not
limited to topographic products, but applies
to any products and services in the MC&G
field which are required to support the com-
mand’s CONPLANs/OPLANs/and OPORDs.

As with the preparation of any CON-
PLAN/OPLAN/OPORD, the quantity and
complexity of information contained within
the format of the annex or appendix will vary
with the level of the unit developing the plan.
For instance, preparing the annex for a bri-
gade without a supporting topographic unit
will be quite simple compared with that for

a corps. As a minimum, maps and charts
required for operational support must be
identified.

The types of products and services needed
to carry out unit missions and the quantity
and frequency of the support desired, are
addressed in the Format for Topographic
Annex shown on Appendix-3.

To calculate the quantity of maps required
for a particular OPLAN, plot the geographi-
cal areas covered by the unit’s areas of opera-
tions and interest on copies of appropriate
indexes from the DMA or on a MACOM map
catalog. A small-scale map of the general
area may be used to plot and correlate the
area to the index. Factors to be considered
in setting up areas of operations and interest
are given in FM 100-5. Areas of operations
are designated by the next higher level of
command. An alternative method is listing
the stock numbers for all the sheets required.
Usually a combination of both methods is
done, since each has specific advantages.

The next step is to determine the size and
type of units to be employed, since this de-
fines the quantity of products required to
support the OPLAN. The MACOMs usually
publish supplements to AR 115-11, which
contain a list of generic units and the quan-
tities of MC&G products each is author-
ized to order. If a supplement has not been
published, the tables found in Section IV,
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Topography, of FM 101-10-1/2 provide the
necessary guidance. The quantity per sheet
is then the sum of authorization for all sub-
ordinate units. The quantity per sheet mul-
tiplied by the number of sheets required for
the geographical area is the basic load. The
term days-of-supply is meaningless for
maps, since the speed with which a unit
moves through any given area is determined
by the mission as influenced by weather,
terrain, and the enemy situation.

Planning stocks are those maps required by
commanders and staffs to plan an antici-
pated operation. Allowances, most of the
time, are no more than 20 percent of the basic
load. Command guidance should define
whether or not this quantity is authorized in
addition to or part of the basic load.

Operational stocks are those consumed,
through loss or destruction, during execution

of CONPLAN/OPLAN/OPORD, that must be
replaced. Operational stock allowances are
usually limited to no more than 20 percent
of the basic load.

Overlap must be considered. A simple ad-
dition of authorizations for all units under a
command is not the total number of maps
required for any particular map sheet. To
figure this total correctly, look at the geo-
graphic area coverage required for each unit
at any level, based upon the unit’s mission
and employment capabilities. Questions
such as “Do all brigades in a division require
coverage for the entire division area?” need
to be addressed. For an infantry squad or a
tank platoon, the answer should be “No.” On
the other hand, entire coverage may be re-
quired for an attack helicopter unit in the
covering force or a brigade in reserve, even
though all the maps may not be in use at the
same time.
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(Appendix-3 through Appendix-9 is an excerpt from JCS Publication 5-03.2, Volume II).

Format for Topographic Operations Annex M

CLASSIFICATION

HEADQUARTERS, ORIGINATING
UNIT
ADDRESS
DATE

ANNEX TO M HQ OPLAN (NUMBER) (U)

TOPOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS (U)

(U) REFERENCES:

a. List those standard maps that are required for an understanding of this
annex.

b. List those documents which provide the guidance required for the necessary
planning functions that are relevant to this annex.

1. ( ) SITUATION

( ) MC&G Requirements.a. List the MC&G products that are required to
support this plan. Show desired area coverage and quantitative requirements using an ap-
pendix if necessary or by portraying them graphically using standard index bases.

b. ( ) Available Products. Provide a general statement regarding the availability
and adequacy of the MC&G data and related material required to support the plan.

c.  ( ) C a p a b i l i t i e s . List those topographic engineer forces that are assigned or
attached. Show latest arrival date (LAD) for each topographic engineer unit that is con-
tained in the time-phased force deployment data (TPFDD). If this is of sufficient length,
use an appendix for recording detailed transportation requirements and procedures.
Reference the appendix. Take notice that the format for the appendix should follow local
procedures.

CLASSIFIED BY
DECLASSIFY ON

CLASSIFICATION
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CLASSIFICATION

d . ( )  Supporting Capabilities. List those topographic engineer forces that are not
assigned or attached but which will be required to provide topographic support needed to
implement this plan, including units not deployed. Specify the type of command relation-
ship desired for each unit plus the type and duration of support required.

e. ( ) Assumptions.   List those assumptions upon which this annex is based. The
assumptions should state expected conditions over which the commander has no control.

2. ( ) MISSION. Restate OPLAN mission statement.

3. ( ) E X E C U T I O N

a. ( ) Concept of Topographic Operations.

(1) ( ) General. Give a broad statement on how the command will provide the
topographic support necessary to meet the commander’s overall mission requirement. In-
clude—

• Time phasing of operations.

• Nature and purpose of topographic operations to be conducted.

• Support that is interrelated or cross-service.

• Support from the DMA.

• Support provided by agreements, coordination, and cooperation necessary for the
successful implementation of this plan. Describe the scope and extent of host na-
tion support (HNS) that is available to enhance topographic operations in sup-
port of the plan.

(2) ( ) Deployment.  Summarize the requirements for deploying topographic
engineer forces and depot activities from their normal peacetime locations. Include the
area of operations, emphasizing careful time planning of this deployment.

(3) ( )  Employment.  Describe in general terms how deployed topographic engineer
forces are to be employed to conduct topographic operations.

b. (  )  Tasks. Proper planning demands that provisions be made for the effective
operation of all topographic engineer units supporting the command. Effective stockage
and issue of MC&G products depend upon timely knowledge of impending operations,

CLASSIFICATION
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CLASSIFICATION

threats, and command movements. Explain detailed responsibilities of commanders, staff,
and topographic units. In separate numbered subparagraphs, list the topographic tasks as-
signed to each element of the command and for those units that provide support to the plan.
Each of the tasks should be spelled out in a concise statement. Every task statement
should include a mission to be performed in terms of further planning or execution of the
overall plan. These task assignments should be sufficiently detailed to ensure that all ele-
ments essential to the concept of the operation are described properly. Ensure that respon-
sibilities are assigned to establish, validate, and submit MC&G requirements and to task
topographic engineer units supporting the plan State responsibilities for defining and ad-
justing command stockage levels at map supply points. Specify map and data storage and
distribution responsibilities for pick-up and storage.

c. ( ) Coordinating Instructions. The final subparagraph, lettered appropriately,
should be in separately numbered subparagraphs. List those instructions that apply to the
entire command or to two or more elements of it that are necessary for proper coordination
of the MC&G support. Specify points of contact within the command who can authorize the
release of war reserve stocks held or who can resolve command MC&G problems.  At divi-
sion level, the DISCOM operates the map supply points; at brigade level, distribution is
from forward support battalion supply company through the supply officer (US Army) (S4).
You must state whether a push or pull system will be employed. You must also specify any
restrictions or quantity of the special products which may be required. Also, give an expla-
nation of the command’s system for setting priority and for allocating resources to deal with
demands on limited resources. Include a brief description of how notification of forces and
agencies will be carried out and how notification will be time sequenced. Provide the condi-
tions under which contacts with host nation agencies are authorized and identify those
points of contact.

4. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS

a. (  ) Supply and Storage.

(1) ( ) MC&G Products. Provide instructions on the MC&G supply and storage
procedures and requirements. Give guidance for obtaining routine and emergency replen-
ishment of MC&G products. Address any expected constraints on this replenishment In-
clude the planned locations of command and supporting MC&G storage sites and facilities.
Specify the type and quantity of MC&G products to be held by the supporting command’s
units. Give guidance for lead times that are required for furnishing nonstandard special-
purpose product support or responding to large quantity orders.

CLASSIFICATION
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CLASSIFICATION

(2) ( ) Support of Topographic Engineer Units. Topographic engineer units
normally rely on supported units for the majority of logistics support. Specify the require-
ments needed for the provision of nontopographic as well as topographic logistics supports.

b .   (  ) Transportation.

(1) ( ) MC&G Products. The MC&G products are normally provided on a supply-
point basis, whereby units which need products are responsible for picking up those prod-
ucts from established supply points. Supply guidance for the movement of MC&G products
from supporting supply points to the ultimate users. List as a minimum, the time-phased
transportation requirements list (TPTRL) portion of the TPFDD reflecting movement of
MC&G materials. List any transportation shortfalls in the required support of topographic
operations. Also, list contingency plans to fully carry out and sustain topographic opera-
tions in the event that full transportation requirements cannot be provided. An appendix
may be used, if necessary, to list detailed transportation requirements and procedures.

(2) ( ) Topographic Engineer Units. Topographic engineer units may also require
assistance from supported commands to move organic equipment. Supply guidance for inte-
grating the topographic engineer unit’s transportation requirements into the command’s
movement plan.

c. ( ) MC&G Support.   Supply instructions for obtaining planned support Item-
ize the division of responsibilities between organic units and supporting topographic engi-
neer units to ensure that actions to procure and stock MC&G products are complementary.
Identify points of contact for emergency procurement. Normally, access to the DMA sup-
port is only available through the supporting command.

d. ( ) Reports.  If reports are required, specify how they are to be formatted as
well as what time limits, methods, and classification apply to their submission. Enter this
in the appendix. Follow local procedures for format.

5. ( ) COMMAND AND SIGNAL

a. ( ) Priorities. Delineate the priority of MC&G support to supported units and
the priority of production for MC&G products.

b. ( ) Command Relationships. Include primary and alternate locations of all
major topographic engineer units and supporting the DMA organizations. Specify the com-
mand and control relationships between the command and its attached or supporting
MC&G units and organizations if this has not previously been addressed.

CLASSIFICATION
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CLASSIFICATION

c. ( ) Command and Control. Provide a statement describing the scope and types
of any special signal support that is required for MC&G operations. With the exception of
survey units, most topographic units have few communications capabilities. Thus, explicit
tasks are assigned to ensure that these units are effectively supported by the command’s as-
sets. This is especially critical in the case of distribution platoons operating map supply
points. The Communications-Electronics Annex to this OPLAN must be referenced.

s/
General
Commander in Chief

CLASSIFICATION
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CLASSIFICATION

OFFICIAL:

(APPROPRIATE LEVEL) ENGINEER

Appendices:

1 - Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Requirement List

2 - Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Transportation Requirements (Optional)

3 - Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Reports (Optional)

CLASSIFIED BY
DECLASSIFY ON

CLASSIFICATION
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CLASSIFICATION

(FORMAT: Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Requirements List Appendix)

HEADQUARTERS ORIGINATING UNIT
ADDRESS
DATE

APPENDIX 1 TO TOPOGRAPHIC ANNEX TO HQ OPLAN (NUMBER) (U)

MAPPING, CHARTING, AND GEODESY REQUIREMENTS LIST (U)

COVERAGE COVERAGE
REQUIRED ITEMS 1/ REQUIRED 2/ AVAILABLE 3/ Quantity 4/

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1/

STANDARD AEROSPACE
PRODUCTS

STANDARD HYDROGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS

STANDARD TOPOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS

STANDARD AIR TARGET
MATERIALS

SURVEY REQUIREMENTS

STANDARD MULTIUSE
DATA BASES

Generalized description such as a map series, scale, or digital data. Stock number of a
specific item is not required.

2 / Area to be covered described by geographic coordinates, political boundaries (identified
by geopolitical codes), and recognizable geographic area. Display in a TAB as a graphic or
list.

3/ Display status in a TAB as a graphic or list related to coverage required, or source for
special-purpose products.

4 / Number of copies of each sheet, chart, or item needed to support the OPLAN. A list by
stock number is attached as a TAB.

CLASSIFIED BY
DECLASSIFY ON

CLASSIFICATION
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GLOSSARY

ACE

ACCS

ADE

ADRG

AR

ARAPS

ATTE

CAS

CCM

CERL

CINCs

COMMZ

COMSEC

Assistant Chief of Engineers

Army command and control system

Assistant Division Engineer

arc digitized raster graphics

Army regulation

area requirements and products status

Assistant Theater Topographic Engineer

close air support

cross-country movement

Construction Engineering Research Laboratory

Commander in Chiefs

communications zone

communications security

CONPLAN contingency plan

CONUS continental United States

CRREL Cold Region Research Engineering Laboratory

D A Department of the Army

DADMS Defense Mapping Agency Automated Distribution Management
System

DCSINT Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence

Glossary-1
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DCSOPS

dept

det

DFAD

DIA

DISCOM

DMA

DMAINST

DMIS

DMMC

DPPDB

DOD

DTED

DTSS

EAC

ENCOM

engr

FLIP

FM

FSO

G2

G3

G4

HNS

HQ

Deputy Chief of Staff Operations

department

detachment

Digital Feature Analysis Data

Defense Intelligence Agency

division support command

Defense Mapping Agency

Defense Mapping Agency Instruction

Defense Mapping Agency Management Information System

division materiel management center

digital point positioning data base

Department of Defense

Digital Terrain Elevation Data

Digital Topographic

echelon above corps

engineer command

engineer

Support System

flight information publication

field manual

field support office

Assistant Chief of Staff, G2 (Intelligence)

Assistant Chief of Staff, G3 (Operations and Plans)

Assistant Chief of Staff, G4 (Logistics)

host nation support

headquarters
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HQDA

HTF

IPB

ITAC

ITD

JCS

JOG

JSCP

JSOP

L A D

LOC

MACOM

MBT

MC&G

METT-T

MGID

MNS

MOUT

MSI

NATO

NBC

NMC

NOE

OCOKA

Headquarters, Department of the Army

how to fight

intelligence preparation of the battlefield

Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center

interim terrain data

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Joint Operations Graphic

Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan

Joint Services Operations Plan

latest arrival date

lines of communications

major Army command

main battle tank

mapping, charting, and geodesy

mission, enemy, terrain, troops, and time available

military geographic information and documentation

mission needs statements

military operations on urbanized terrain

multi-spectual imagery

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

nuclear, biological, chemical

nonmission capable

nap-of-the-earth

observation and fields of fire, cover and concealment, obstacles, key
terrain, and avenues of approach
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OPLAN

OPORD

PMS

PPDB

PTADB

S2

SAEDA

SBI

SIGINT

SOF

SOP

STANAG

SWO

T A

TAC

TAACOM

TAP

T D A

TEC

T M

TOC

TOPO

TPFDD

TPTRL

TRADOC

4-Glossary

operation plan

operation order

product maintenance system

point positioning data base

planning terrain analysis data base

Intelligence Officer (US Army)

subversion and espionage directed against United States Army

special background investigation

signals intelligence

special operations force

standing operating procedures

standard NATO agreement

staff weather officer

theater Army

terrain analysis center

theater area commander

Terrain Analysis Program

tactical decision aid

Topographic Engineering Center

technical manual

tactical operations center

topographic

time-phased

time-phased

force deployment data

transportation requirements list

United States Army Training and Doctrine Command
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T S

TSCM

TTADB

TTD

(U)

U S

U&S

USACE

USAES

USGS

VOD

WES

top secret

technical surveillance countermeasures

tactical terrain analysis data base

tactical terrain data

unclassified

United States (of America)

Unified and Specified

US Army Corps of Engineers

United States Army Engineer School

United States Geological Survey

Vertical Obstruction Data

Waterways Experimental Station
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